In this paper we set up theory of acid zeta function and ajoint acid zeta function , based on the theory, we point out a reason to doubt the truth of Riemann hypothesis and also as a consequence, we give out some new RH equivalences .
Introduction
The motivation of constructing acid zeta function is to study distribution of Riemann zeros. Let's take a look at how it comes up . First of all, we can consider Melling transformation of N(T ), the distribution of non-trivial Riemann zeros and it's a meromorphic function so called adjoint acid zeta function on some half plane. Of course, we are eager to get full information of this function,but unfortunately, we can not know it further without RH.
That's why we have to consider another function so called acid zeta function which can be explicitly figured out . Under the RH , Acid zeta function is equal to ajoint acid zeta function. With some deep discussion on acid zeta function, we will see maginitude of acid zeta function increases along vertical direction with at most polynomial increasing, when RH is true but explicit formula of acid zeta function contains an isolated term which has expotient increaseness along vertical direction and we have reseason to doubt the truth of RH.This paper has three sections. In the first section, we will introduce acid zeta function and study it's properties in detail including analytic continuation ,explicit formula. In the second section we will introduce ajoint acid zeta function and give out a formula so called "half explicit" formula . In the last section we set up a remarkable formula which reflects relationship between the acid zeta function and the adjoint acid zeta function, as a consequence, we prove a "numberical" RH equivalence and point out infinite number of "numerical" equivalences can be obtained in same way. Our main tools in this paper are one variable complex analysis and some basic Riemann zeta function theory . Most theorems of this paper are obtained through many complicated residues compution, to avoid over complicated version, we add an appendix to help reader to study more easily.
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Acid zeta function
In this section we will define and study properties of acid zeta function.
Definition. Let ζ be the Riemann zeta function,ρ i be all nontrival Riemann zeros which satisfy Imρ i > 0.Suppose Res > 1, we define a function of s as follows:
Obviously, ζ a (s) is analytic in the region Res > 1,in order to extend domain of this function to the region Res < 1 as a meromorphic function , we need following theorem.
Proof. Let Γ We have that:
we denote above four integrals by Σ 1 ,Σ 2 ,Σ 3 ,Σ 4 respectively. let's first figure out Σ 3 , by the appendix .. , +∞] when we let T approaches to infinity, we get
To summarize, we have
We can not simply let r approach to zero in 1 because the singuarity at z = 0.5 will cause divergent result.
To get through such divergence, we use integration by parts in 1,we have
Let r approaches to zero in 1, we obtain
To use above theorem to get analytic continuation, we are going to evaluate ζ a (s) explicitly.
First of all, we write ψ(s) as sum of three functions as follows:
To carry on integration by parts for every term, we assume tempoarily that Res < 1 and get
Thus we have
Where ζ(s, q) is Hurwitz zeta function. To evaluate integral
Where the path
using integration by parts,
)y s dy, we have
By the substituation of y = √ t in 3 and according appendix, we obtain
To summarize, when 1 < Res < 2,the final integral representation of ζ a (s) can be described as follows:
Because J 2 (t) = O(2 −t ), the domain of third term of ζ a (s) can be extended to −∞ < Res < 2 and furthermore, we have following theorem:
Theorem 2 Acid zeta function ζ a (s) is a meromorphic function of whole complex plane and has an explicit formula as 4 when −∞ < Res < 2
Adjoint acid zeta function
To relate acid zeta function to the Riemann hyothesis, we need to define another function so called adjoint acid zeta function as follows:
Definition.Let N(T ) be distribution function of untrival Riemann zeros whose imaginary part are greater than zero, set ζ *
Res > 1. We call ζ * a (s) adjoint acid zeta function.
Remark. Obviously, if RH is true, acid zeta function is equal to adjoint acid zeta function and vise versa. Comparing explicit formula of acid zeta function with adjoint acid zeta function, we will find when 1 < Res < 2 acid zeta function contains a term which is increasing exponently along vertical direction and ajoint acid zeta function is bounded along vertical direction, such difference is impressive and will make us doubt the truth of RH seriously though rigious disproof haven't come up yet.
In this section, we will dicuss analytic continuation as we did for acid zeta function and get a "half explicit" formula of ajoint acid zeta function, first of all, we need following lemma as prepartion.
Lemma 3 Let f (z) be a holomorphic function in the region Res > 1 2 − δ(δ is some positive number) and |f
+ it),we have that
We just compute the first integral of 5 and the second one can be dealed with
Deforming path back to real axis, we get that it's equal to
That follows the lemma
and
Using integration by parts
), assuming 1 < Res < 2,we have
by the lemma 3 and 2, we get
We have used substituation t ′ = t 2 in the last two steps,thus 1 π
Simiarly,
Where S 1 (T ) = T 0 S 0 (t)dt + c 1 and c 1 is a constant , S 1 (t) = O(logt) [1] . Finally, we get "half explicit" formula for ζ * a (s) when Res > −1 as followings:
5 Relationship between acid zeta function and ajoint acid zeta function
In this section, we will present a theorem which connects acid zeta function and ajoint acid zeta function, as a consequence, we can make "infinite number of numerical" equivalences of Riemann hypothesis.
Theorem 5 When Res > −1, we have that
Where ρ m = σ m + iλ m run over all off critical line zeros of Riemann zeta function ,which have positive imaginary part. which immediately follows our corollary.
Remark. It's interesting to figure out ζ ′ a (0) and the special value can be respresented in term of Euler constant, our equivalence look very close to the Volchkov criteria [2] and comparison will also be interesting ,besides we can prove RH is true iff there exists a positive integer n > 1 such that ζ a (n) = ζ * a (n),in other words, we get infinite number of RH equivalences. Appendix 
